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Project Partners & Supporters

About the Cover Pictures:
It’s beginning to look a lot like (Covid permitting) April in Paris for Project Front Foot as we work on a
kit donation for our friends of the Bengal Tigers CC. Other than this Paris match in the making, there
were December birthdays for two project stalwarts: Tim, pictured taking a brief timeout after packing
the van for Heathrow freight depot; and Ramu enjoying a welcome chai after a sticky morning
delivering kit to schools around Tarapur.

Kit Donations

In an eleventh hour offer of clothing and
equipment, Richard Bennett, a Forty Club
district chairman, contacted Project Front Foot
in November including in his email a picture of
the kit. Having completed our collections for the
year weeks earlier, we were nevertheless happy
to make an exception for Richard and The Forty
Club. The kit will be stored for the winter before
being part of our spring offensive as we prepare
for distribution in and around the continent.

Beneficiaries

United Kingdom
Refugee Cricket Project
One of the first jobs after completing our October Sort & Pack was to contact officials at a cricket
project in south London. Run by the Refugee Council, the project supports a group of talented young
Afghan cricketers. Project Front Foot has assisted both project and players with donations of clothing
and kit over the past three years. After a flurry of phone calls and emails, PFF volunteers took a swag
of shirts, flannels, and protective equipment to a Croydon cricket school for one of the project’s indoor
training sessions. Other than a tailback of traffic on the M3, the kit handover went off without a hitch.
My thanks to Tim and Ron for battling the rush hour traffic and to coaches Dan and Daniel for being
on hand to receive the kit.

A few days later we received the following email from a Senior Children Advisor at the Refugee
Council:
The Refugee Cricket Project has been very lucky in its friends over the years. Among them are Project
Front Foot, who this year (and not for the first time) approached us with the very generous offer of
quality kit for our young clientele. After some e-deliberation, Project Front Foot were kind enough to
take time out of their schedules to transport the kit that we highlighted as most necessary among our
cricketing community.
The value of a kit donation such as this transcends the physical exercise of simply wearing them and
playing Cricket. For our boys, having access to this equipment has an enormous impact on both their
skill development and their sense of pride.
During our weekly cricket sessions, our adolescent cricket players have access to an indoor net centre
where protective equipment is vital to their safety and enjoyment. Having confidence in their
equipment goes a long way in the growth of their confidence as they face some rather hostile bowling
from their mates who will take any opportunity to show each other up. But beyond this, come the
summertime, the members of the Refugee Cricket Project take to the field to play against a wide variety
of opponents including cricket clubs, church-pastors, and local police teams. These events are the
highlight of our boys’ years and the ability to be able to strap on fresh-looking kit as they compete with
other teams is a source of immense pride and satisfaction. It is in these moments where our guys get
to experience a sense of camaraderie and importance as they look at their team-mates, also clad in
quality cricketing attire, before taking on, as a unit, their summer opposition.
The Refugee Cricket Project is deeply thankful to Project Front Foot for being so generous with their
donation and their time and efforts to deliver it to us. Relationships between organisations like ours
are so important to so many people, often in ways that aren’t always obvious, and we are forever
grateful for the value you see in us.

Lebanon
Alsama CC
With the recurring theme in late autumn being one of Covid-cancelled net sessions coupled with a
lack of training facilities, it was all the more refreshing to receive an email from Richard Verity with
news that his cricket project in Beirut with the children of the Shatila refugee camp and the Bekaa
continues to play every weekend come what may. Of the action below, Richard writes …
In mid-December coaches, Mohammed and Kutaibi organised a tournament across two days for all
our cricketers from all hubs. This has never been done before. In total 22 teams were involved. Bekaa
Hub 2 (pictured below) – with less than a year of cricket experience – outperformed all. They have – as
with all good teams – a touch of attitude. And I would not like to give the impression that our matches
are light, trivial affairs. Or an opportunity for gentle exercise. Think instead of entrenched rivalries. And
fierce competition. Our cricket coaching sessions are serious for both coaches and children. The fun
side, however, is never far away as Shayma was happy to demonstrate.

Germany
The mood was not so positive in Germany where the new Covid variant put paid to many a winter
training programme. As such we are unable to provide images of what should have been an active and
energetic close season. In common with many of our beneficiary clubs, the following message
appeared on the Berlin Cricket Academy’s social media page on 28 November.
Berlin Cricket Academy
The BCA Board has today instructed the
suspension of all upcoming training sessions
until further notice as a result of the new COVID19 variant Alert. All current enrolments will be
put on hold, and we aim to resume as soon as
practicable and safe to do so. Please rest assured
that we will keep you updated. This is an
evolving situation and it’s important to us that
we are confident in following and implementing
the 2G-plus rule (if and when required) before
we start again. Let’s look forward to that
moment when we start to see children and
players from across the game, playing cricket
again – hopefully, that moment is not too far
away.

France
Aunis CC
Meanwhile, some eight hundred miles south-west of Berlin, project kit was much in evidence as the
youngsters of Arras CC in the La Rochelle region of western France enthusiastically set about their
winter nets. Thanks to club champion, Pradeep, for providing the pictures.

Bengal Tigers CC (Paris)
The work was no less concentrated in Paris where the Bengal Tigers CC were starting their winter
training sessions. The Tigers are high on the list of beneficiaries for our upcoming spring travels.

Front Foot Forum
For all the latest Project Front Foot news and information please click on our Facebook page at
www.facebook.com/projectfrontfoot/.

Project Birthdays
December 7th marked the birthday
of PFF stalwart, Tim Gill. Tim has
been with Project Front Foot from
our first summer in 2009. When we
became a registered UK charity in
autumn 2011, he was a natural for
trustee. In the last thirteen years he
has driven thousands of miles
either collecting or ferrying kit. His
double garage is our ‘Southern
Storage Facility’ in the process
denying family use until our kit
departs. Sheffield born and bred,
he brings much needed Yorkshire
qualities of reason, good sense, and
balance to my flights of fancy. The
go-to all-rounder, Tim continues to
navigate PFF through uncertain post-Brexit waters. Against his better judgement, he was persuaded
(above right) to model some of the project’s protective equipment. In the interests of balance, the
demon left-armer is pictured in his prime as part of the Lindum’s victorious 1976 Pattinson Cup
winning XI.
A week later was the the birthday of Project Front Foot’s fixer and main man in Mumbai, Mr Vijay
Ramachandran. Ramu lives in an apartment block at the back of our former temple base camp. Perfect
placement for me to drop in for coffee, breakfast, lunch, gossip, televised cricket, and project planning.
Over our decade on the ground in Mumbai, Ramu surpassed himself by finding me a dentist, a GP, and
when I was struggling with eye trouble taking me to a nearby clinic. In between time he booked my
room at the temple, liaised with Lions Club members for our school visits, and oversaw all country
visits with his Galaxy colleagues. A man with the right priorities, too, in that his first task before any
journey, whether city or country, was to order and collect breakfast! It’s fitting then that in the picture
below Ramu is caught with bat raised. For no one deserves the applause more than he. Always the
first name on the project team sheet: Happy Birthday Mr Ramu Sir.

Project Rewind
9 November 2010: in penning the Man Booker
prize-winning novel, Heat & Dust, Ruth Prawer
Jhabvala included precious little cricket in the
storyline. So, too, director Ismail Merchant and
producer James Ivory in their movie adaptation
of the novel. However, had writer, director and
producer looked to include just a little leather on
willow then they could have done far worse than
pop by the Dharavi Cricket Academy. For while
deficient in many of the day-to-day cricketing
essentials, the project had both heat and dust in
abundance. The construction of shade-inducing
tower blocks along with the 07.30 and 16.30
start times helped shield players and coaches
from steepling temperatures. However, even
before the mandatory warm-up was over, beads
of perspiration would gather.
Conscious of this and the tireless enthusiasm of the players, the coaches called for regular drinks
breaks. Indeed, part of the coaching structure included advice on rehydration. While we could combat
the heat to an extent, we could do little about the dust that the Gymkhana generated. Unique to the
modern game, this was grass roots cricket without either grass or roots! In their place we had
brown/red soil that, during the monsoon season, resembled the Thames at low tide, and at all other
times was left to bake hard under an unrelenting sun. Any form of physical activity would generate a
film of dust that coated and covered both the moving and stationary. The pictures tell their own tale
as, at the end of each session, players, coaches, and the occasional Englishman were covered in a fine
layer of dust.

26 November 2016: Ramu, Adarsh and I
are set for kit handovers at three schools
in Navi (New) Mumbai. By 7 o’clock we’re
on the road and battling commuter traffic.
I’ve packed two bags of kit: one for today’s
schools with the other for staff of our main
partner (Galaxy Surfactants) to ferry to
others in the interior. Today is
Constitutional Day across India. Morning
schools mark the occasion with outdoor
lessons and essay writing. All is industry
and order. Until, that is, we turn up. Cue:
chaos! As part of our Kit 4 Kids
collaboration with Galaxy another ten
schools are scheduled to receive project
kit in the coming days and weeks.
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At the end of a relatively calm quarter by Project Front Foot standards, it is time to thank those who
gave freely of their time and energy. As ever, my thanks go to project trustee Tim Gill for organising
the Croydon kit handover and to Ron for riding shotgun. With the sorting and packing out of the way,
this left time to work on our finances. To this end, sincere project thanks to Tony Cross, Rod Humphrey,
Jeff Lustig, Mary-Louise Detterer, Phil Sullivan, and the combined ranks of The Forty Club (Barry Aitken
and Peter Mason in particular) for providing vital funding that has already been earmarked for our
spring kit distribution.

And finally …
in light of recent events down under, English cricket followers should feel no shame in resorting to the
life-affirming, albeit perhaps long-forgotten, game of Owzthat. Half-a-century ago when a Game Boy
was nothing more than a plucky young shaver, and an Xbox was a cardboard construction sold at the
Post Office, the youth of the day found entertainment and enlightenment through Owzthat. The
perfect antidote for a rainy Monday afternoon in the school hols the game, housed in a box an inch
square by half-an-inch deep, consisted of two six-sided pieces of metal: the smaller half-inch piece
had stamped on its sides 1, 4, 3, 2, 6 and OWZTHAT; the sides of the three-quarter inch metal dowel
read BOWLED, NO BALL, CAUGHT, STUMPED, L.B.W., and NOT OUT. Add into the mix a scorebook and
blue biro and you had all the technology to keep you entertained for hours if not days on end, while
at the same time playing matches against some of the strangest of bedfellows.
My own preference, using the England touring party of 1932/33, was to pit Douglas Jardine and his
victorious Ashes winning XI against all-comers. Now this is where it starts to get a bit blurred and
grainy. For in the haze of pre-and-post-pubescent discovery, the opposition XI used, in the main, to
consist of females. Indeed, for those who recall the BBC’s Come Dancing programme, it was not
uncommon for me to unleash the combined might of Larwood, Voce and Bowes against the Frank &
Peggy Spencer formation dance team or against a composite XI of Pans People and Legs & Co. On a
really wet day then the opposition would stray little beyond the Dagenham Girl Pipers. All of which
were swept aside by the new ball attack with or without the need to resort to Leg Theory. And if the
opposition did post a sizeable total, then the likes of Herbert Sutcliffe, Wally Hammond and Maurice
Leyland would take little time in knocking off the required runs.
Helen of Troy
Eva Peron
Queen Victoria
Margot Fonteyn
Emily Pankhurst (c)
Joan of Arc
Jane Austen
Marie Stopes (wk)
Golda Meir
Boudica
Barbara Castle
Extras
TOTAL

b Larwood
c Ames b Larwood
c Ames b Bowes
b Verity
lbw b Larwood
not out
lbw Verity
c Paynter b Voce
c Wyatt b Larwood
b Larwood
lbw b Bowes

3
19
14
33
7
81
0
4
39
5
2
8
215

In an effort to give the touring party a more thorough workout I resorted to the Encyclopaedia
Britannica in an effort to raise an XI of strong-minded females that would test even the cold
Caledonian countenance of Jardine. The final selection promised some enticing matchups including
Eva Peron and Herbert Sutcliffe, Queen Victoria and Wally Hammond, Emily Pankhurst and Douglas
Jardine, Jane Austen, and Hedley Verity and, perhaps most mouth-watering of all, Boudica and Harold
Larwood. While the scorecard has long since gone the way of dust and decades, a reproduction of
which is just an owzthat away.
Harold Larwood proved the pick of the England bowlers with 5-37, along with two each for Bill Bowes
and Hedley Verity. It was left to Bill Voce to end the stubborn resistance of Marie Stopes. Margot
Fonteyn displayed some nimble footwork during her innings repeatedly dancing down the wicket to
force Verity through the covers. The innings was built around a stoic performance from Joan of Arc
who displayed immense courage especially against the short stuff from Larwood. It was left to Golda
Meir to hit a flurry of late boundaries as the innings closed on 215.
After a lively opening burst from Boudica and Castle – the former causing consternation and a delay
to proceedings for repeated use and damage to the outfield from her chariot – England’s openers
settled in and comfortably took the score into three figures before Jardine (39) and Sutcliffe (64) fell
in quick succession to the flighted, if not flighty, off spin of Jane Austen. Hammond (45) steadied the
ship before falling leg before to Emily Pankhurst leaving Leyland (35) and Wyatt (30) to see England
home by a convincing seven wicket margin.

A Happy & Healthy 2022
from all at Project Front Foot
New Year village cricket Maharashtra-style

Vic Mills. Berlin. January 2022.

